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ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

1. The African Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW) held its Ad-Hoc

Expert Group Meeting to consider strategies for enhancement of women's skills in

ma/nstreaming and decision-making in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 6 to 10 December

1993,

2. The masting was well attended by selected Women in Development (WID) and

women media experts from Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania, Lesotho, Sudan, Cameroon,

Ethiopia, S&nagal, Nigeria, Egypt, Algeria, Guinea and Somalia,

3. The Organization ofAfrican Unity (OAU) and the Inter Press Service (IPS) were also
in atl '

4. Representing the UN family were the following UN agencies: ILO, UNDP and
UNICEF.

5. The following non-governmental organization also participated in the meeting,
namely: African Women Development and Communication Network (FEMNET).

6. The full list of participants is attached to this report as Annex 1.

OPENING CEREMONY

7. The Chief of the African Training and Research Centre for Women presided over

the opening session extending a welcome to all experts and observers attending the

meeting. She then invited the Officer-in-Charge of the UN Economic Commission for
Africa, Mr Sadig Rasheed, to officially open the meeting.

S. in his opening statement, the Officer-in-Charge noted that many workshops and
seminars have been conducted across the breadth and width of the region, yet the issue

of mainstreaming of women's concerns as part of the core of development planning and
programmes has still not caught on the way many would have liked it to be. Women are

often viewed as recipients of programmes rather than as effective contributors to that
process. Development cannot be segregated along gender lines. Recent conceptual shifts
are encouraging a gender approach to development thus allowing the contributions of
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both men and women to be analyzed more realistically according to the existing sex roles

assigned by society. Though the gender approach helps to identify and assign

responsibilities based on the actual needs and skills of men and women, the approach

is not yet universaiiiy applied. In fact, as was observed five years ago at an earlier expert

group meeting, "the approach is not yet fully reflected in many national development plans

of African countries".

9. The Officer-in-Charge commented on the growing literature on mainstreaming and

proposed that the experts should analyze for presentation to this meeting, in concrete

terms, issues such as:

• why mainstreaming has not yet been attained in many of our countries;

- who are to be held responsible for ensuring that policy decisions regarding

mainstreaming are translated into measurable actions:

(i) does the responsibility only reside with the development planners?

(ft) if not, which other groups should be made accountable for monitoring

progress in this area?

- what are the steps to be taken to ensure mat mainstreaming becomes an

effective development planning tool to benefit not only women but also socieP/

as a whole?

to. He noted that for the first time, media women experts had been invited to

participate in the EGM and he hoped that as the conscience and voice of the society,
they will bring their special skills as communicators to bear on the subject of women's

mainstreaming. These and many related issues, he concluded, should demand the

closest attention and he expressed confidence that the group of experts could, at the end

of the meeting, give clear indications as what has to be done next

11. Following upon the delivery of the welcoming statement by the Qficer-in-Charge,

the Chief of the ATRCW assured him that the concerns he had expressed will be held

foremost in the deliberations of the expert group meeting during the next four days. She

further expressed appreciation for the support demonstrated and hoped that the same will

be forthcoming to back up the preparations for both the regional and global conferences

on women in 1994 and 1995, respectively.
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ADOPTION OF THE PROVISIONAL. AGENDA AND DRAFT WORK PROGRAMME

12. Chairing this meeting of the Ad Hoc Expert Group Meeting, the Chief of the

ATRCW tabled for amendment and for of adoption, the provisional agenda and work

programme. Regarding the programme of work, the meeting adopted the following

working hours:

Morning session 09:00 - 13:00 p.m.

Afternoon session 15:00 - 18:00 p.m.

The agenda (below) and the work programme were then adopted:

Preparation for the Fifth Regional Conference Preparatory to the Fourth World

Conference on Women (1995);

Strategies for enhancement of women's skills in mainsireaming and decision-

- The role of the media in the preparations of the regional/world conferences and

in main-streaming of women's concerns;

- Any other business;

- Adoption of the report.

REPORT ON MA1NSTREAMING OF WOMEN'S AND GENDER CONCERNS IN

DEVELOPMEMTPLWNiNG AND ENHANCING WOMEN'S SKILLS IN DECISION MAKING

13. Under this report, the Chief of the ATRCW gave a general overview of the main

issues contained in the background paper (ECA/ATRCW/EGM/MGC/93) which was to

serve as a guideline for the discussions.

14. The basic premise of the paper was that despite progress achieved in terms of

various national and international policies, programmes and projects introducing gender-

sensitization and gender-responsive planning, African women are still outside the

mainstream of development Their concerns are mostly down-played by the planners

and decision-makers, as the famous "silent majority". Where ministerial units and national

commissions for women do exist, they are often plagued by lack of direction, lack of

funds and lack of qualified, committed staff. Though women in development studies,

projects and structures have been created and have done much to promote gender

concerns as legitimate issues deserving serious attention, mainstream
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cornpartmentalimtion of women's issue has actually excluded woman from empov/errnent

and decision-making.

15. The tirr>e for rhetoric, platitudes and general, non-specific research was now far-

spent What is needed is mainstream action,

16. Mafatfre&ming involves societal and institutional restructuring through deliberate

action to upgrach women's ro'es and concerns.

17. M'jinsirmmhg African woman into pai'tica! and socio-economic activities requires

not only aPJtudinai changes among (hose involved but aiso improved qualifications and

skills among women, in Africa, women act and react within their given environments, but

are clearly not yet in the mainstream of planning and decision-making. Given the solidity

of the traditional cultural maim in Africa which places women in a subordinate, though

complementary role, mainstr&anv'ng women in development activities cannot occur

d iii

g on

gender equ'iy ate still -ar away, especially in developing countries where food, health and

shelter ccocems aro more vital today.
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VI Mares predominate in Africa '$ national developmentplanning systems and the need
to have dear strategies for fighting gender-based inequality is great Socio-economic and
cultural factors help to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the system, which also
has the power to change these same elemental factors.

19. Many African men and others globally, ridicule the gender problem and do not
appreciate the socialization details of the internal workings of society and with how, where
and why discrimination against women still persists.

£.0. M&wstreaming brings access to modernized opportunities, to empowering African
women to ch what they can in a more effective way, without undue repression and

er

w

research c&nlr&s and local women researchers.

21. Media professionals can use communication technology and communication
poises and techniques to sensitize their audiences and readerships, to women's
disadvantagea conditions. It is weU-known that the media not only reflects society's status
quo but can help to shape and change norms and beliefs.

22. Gender inequality is not just an issue of social inequity, but also a matter of hard-
headed pfenning and policy-making which stresses efficiency and optimum utilization of
human resources, given that in Africa women form over 50% of the population and have
high reproductive rates.

adjustment programmes

this form:

- are Ministries for Women's Affairs a better route for mainsireaming than
presidential or civic national commissions for women?

- or, are effective women's units in each sectoral ministry sufficient1?
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- which apex institution in each country is best able to coordinate, intervene and

ensure that mainstreaming of gender concerns does take place?

25. In the discussions which ensued, experts sought for a better clarification between

mainstreaming and integration. The Chief of the ATRCW invited the experts to take this

on as the main assignment of (he three Working Groups. She later on outlined the

guiding principles behind their assignment in order to facilitate their work within the three

working groups.

PROGRESS REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF INVITED EXPERTS TOWARDS THE

PREPARATION FOR THE FIFTH REGIONAL. CONFERENCE FRBPAflATQRY TO THE

FOURTH WORLD CONFERENCE ON WOMEN, 1995 (Agenda item 1)

26 Under this agenda item, papers were presented by experts (according to the draft

programme of work).

27. The expert from Malawi gave an overview on bow Malawi has approached the

issue of integrating women into the national development plans and strategies for

enhancement of women skills, mainstreaming and decision making, in her paper, she

indicated that at the national level, the National Commission on Women in Development

(NCWIQ) is coordinating Malawi's preparatory activities. The preparatory activities will be

two-pronged i.e. dissemination of information on the fourth world conference to the nation

at large; and production of the country paper. The NCWID has set up a steering

committee consisting of both governmental and non-governmental organisations to carry

out the prep&'atory activities. To enable maximum participation and input from all sectors,

the steering committee has set up four committees charged with compilation of

informatiofujn the four themes namely: Women in the peace process; Equality, education

and social issues-

8 gjiMB^^XnmOMMrM^
A fifth sub-committee has also been set up to look into dissemination of information.

Dissemination procedures will range from radio programmes, video documentaries,

newspaper articles, workshops/seminars targeted at grassroots, politicians and extension

workers as well as policy and decision makers. Consultations are also being made with

government and donor agencies to solficit adequate financial and technical support. The

exercise for compiling information for the country paper is underway. The final product

will he scrutinized critically in a workshop where a cross section of participants will be

invited. The current preparatory activities for the two conferences (Dakar and Beijing)?

she concluded, point to the fact that the Malawi Government remains committed to
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participate at the international level just as it did in the two previous conferences on

women.

29. The expert from Lesotho described the position of women in Lesotho and some

of the activities being undertaken to address their needs. According to the paper, various

projects towards the Fourth World conference on Women are in progress. These are

being coordinated by the Lesotho National Council of NGQs. The Women in Business

(W/S, established in July 1989 with 300 members) conference will be held in March 1994

and this will be a starting point for business women in Southern Africa to start working

towards the Dakar and Beijing conferences. The Women in Development section of the

UNDP is in the process of ca'iing a meeting of NGQs to initiate preparatory actions. The

Federation of Women Lawyers (FIDA) are also helping to prepare the way for Lesotho's

contribution to the Beijing conference.

The expert reported that prior to March 1994 when the newly elected government

took over the, running of the country, there existed a Department of Women Affairs headed

by a woman minister under the Prime Ministers office. After April that department did not

exist anymore and the government's position on creating a focal point to address women

issues has not been clearly stated. This focal point should be the coordinating office for

the Dakar 1994 and Beijing 1995 conferences.

30. The expert fron Tanzania gave a comprehensive outline of the Tanzania Gender

Networking Programme (TGNP), its overaii objectives, areas of activities/action,

achievements, as well as problems and constraints, and strategies to overcome them.

To support preparations for the Dakar V4 and Beijing '95 conferences, TGNP has

disseminated useful information on both conferences to members of the network, free of

charge. TGNP plans to participate in each conference as part of the NGO community,

and present the GENDER PROFILE OF TANZANIA OUR HISTORIES, a Background Paper

and all the other reports. These represent a source of valuable information for preparation

of official positicn papers as we/A TGNP plan to carry out action-oriented research and

animated workshops in conjunction with participating focal points (individuals andgroups

at national, regional, district and community level) in order to prepare more detailed

reports from the grassroots later, TGNP is also producing videos and photo exhibitions

about the March and June Workshops, which will be useful for information-exchange and

networking, nationally and internationally, and as education material in forma! and

informal settings. Gender exhibitions deepen the networking process and provide a

market for books, journals, cloth and other items produced by participants and other

people. An embryonic documentation centre has been established, and a growing

number of documents have besn identified en gender, development and animation.

Several key documents have been circulated to members of the TGNP network free of

charge, including a (127) page) Study Booklet TGNP produced on gender and
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development TGNP intends to become a permanent feature of the Tanzania landscape,

working creatively with other groups, organisations and institutions, in order to create a

just, emancipated and non-violent world for women and man.

31 The expert from Nigeria gave a broad background of the activities of the national
machinery for integration of women. In Nigeria, a committee for the preparation of the
World conference has been constituted. Membership includes States and local
governments who have been directed to organise workshops and dialogues to sensitize
women to make input. The national committee will then put all the assessment on the
Status on Women from 19S5 from local governments and states into the national report.
It is therefore clear that the report will give cognisance of deep-rooted attitudes,
stereotypes, legal and administrative limitation, etc., thai inhibit women from pragmatic

malnstreaming in the development process.

32 The expert from Cameroun gave a comprehensive outline of Cameroon's full
preparation. According to her paper, the UN Commission on the Status of Women

Resolution 36/3, has been officially adopted.
Cameroun has officially established a national committee for the preparation of the World
conference by Decree number 93/619 of 7 September 1993. The president of this
national committee is the Minister in charge of Women, who is assisted by 3 vice-
presidents namely: the Minister in charge of Planning, the Minister of Information and the
Minister of Foreign Affairs. There is an office for coordination which comprises a

president, a genera! rapporteur, and other members for full coordination of ail activities

such as administrative problems and logistics. The global objectives are information,
social mobilization and the massive participation of women to the preparatory conference

as well as to Beijing.

According to her paper, a national multi-sectoral policy on Women and
Development is in Us final phase. This poiicy is a valuable alternative for the
implementation of all programmes. This will reinforce all training focal points.

33 The expert from Algeria emphasised the need for a global network towards a
successful participation at the world conference. The paper commended the proposed
Fourth World conference in Beijing, 1995, which will constitute an immense opportunity
in order to establish a concise role and place for Algerian women in the society and in
economic and social development. The objective of the Beijing conference will include
a new dynamite of progress in favour of women, and include the realisation of new
strategies The Ministry of Foreign Affairs estabiished a national preparatory committee
for the Beijing conference on 7 June 1993 according to Resolution 36/8 of Women Affairs
(Commission de la Condition de la Femme). This committee is presided over by the
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs as well as all the ministries and official organizations. The

committee includes a coordinator with the help of two deputies. Other members of the

•Committee include Algerian associations in favour of the promotion of women, journalists

and liberal professionals.

34. The composition of the national preparatory committee will seize this great

opportunity to examine the condition of the Algerian woman and adopt strategies to

improve the political, social and economic situation of Algerian women. The tabled

programme of activities cover Equality, Development, Peace, as well as an agenda for

women for 1994/1995. With regard to communication and information, the national

committee plans elaborating and disseminating information to government offices, private

sectors, bilateral and multilateral partners. In principle, this will be a cooperation between

the Ministers of Culture and Communication, Justice, Economy, Education, Health and

Population on one hand, and different associations in favour of the promotion of women

on the other hand. It is planned that within the first six months of 1994, there will be two

sessions on the television. The first will be on the role of women in the national economy,

and the second will be the place of women in the society.

35. The expert from Senegal gave a general overview of the integration of women in

the process of development in Senegal. With regard to the preparation of the Fifth Affican

Women Regional conference in Dakar, 1994, important activities have already begun. For

example, there was the conference of francophone and lusophone ministers in charge

of Women Affairs from eleven countries which recently took place.in Dak$r (17-18

November 1993). Specifically, this meeting was a follow-up of the Declaration of Geneva -

based on priority themes, such as general policies, reinforcement of economic policies,

access to financial services, environment, training and health. A national preparatory

committee has been established by the Minister of Women Affairs (Ministre de la fernme

de I'Enfant et de la Famille). This national committee comprises representatives from the

technical ministries, from the NGOs, from the National Assembly, from political parties,

and resourceful people from civil society.The national committee has also established

three technical commissions namely: Equality Commission, presided over by the minister

of Justice which also:comprises of two sub-comr^jissions, namely,: Equality of. Rights and

Equality of Chances. The members of these commissions are mostly lawyers, specialized

educators and researchers. The Peace Commission is presided over by a representative

of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; and finally, the Development Commission is presided

over by the Minister of Economy, Finance and Planning with 4 sub-commissions, namely:

Employment, Health and Environment, Education, Agriculture and Food Production.

36. .-.- '-The expert'from FEMNET gave a general overview of the activities, achievements

and a progress^ report of the organization. FEMNET has been given the mandate to act
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as convenor/coordinator of African NGO activities leading to the African Regional
Preparatory Meeting to be held in Dakar 1994, and the Women's Conference Beijing 1995.
FEMNETs mandate to the 1995 World conference is to organize African women to
participate in the African regional preparatory conference in Dakar, 1994; to facilitate
national meetings in Africa in preparation for the Dakar conference; and to mobilize funds
to enable many African women especially grassroot women, to present their issues at the
1994 and 1995 conferences. FEMNETpreparations are being facilitated by three advisory
committees namely: Regional Steering Committee, NairobiAdvisory Committee, andDakar
Advisory Committee. The main themes for the Platform for Action have been divided into
su&themes, namely: Women in the peace process which also deals with displaced
people and refugees; Equality/education and social issues which encompass health,
women and AIDS, the girl child, population, socio-cultural issues and research; Women
and empowerment covering legal issues, the media, women and democratization, gender
sensitization and empowerment; and Women, environment and sustainable development
which includes economic factors, agriculture and food production and rural women. The
committee is expected to provide guidelines for NGO participants.

37 The expert from UNDP gave a brief outline of UNDP's Gender in Development
Programme which will be preparing an overall strategy for the mainstreammg of gender
in UNDP's work This includes the articulation of UNDP's longer term goals for Beijing.
Some practical measures have been identified which Resident Representatives and their
staff can pursue immediately. Field offices can undertake to directly support the
preparation of government's national reports for Beijing, to mobilize and coordinate the
efforts of the United Nations community and bilateral donors where possible, and to
encourage the participation of civil society in the process (NGOs, women's groups and
others) They can also assist in promoting awareness of the conference and the key
issues through dissemination of information, sponsoring seminars and supporting video
or film productions to capture the experience, sentiments and voices of women from

developing countries.

38 The expert from UNICEF introduced a document on her agency's involvement in
the preparations for the Fourth World Conference on Women scheduled to take place in

Beijing in 1995.

In this connection, she recalled UNlCEFs goals for child survival, protection and
development. To achieve these goals, UNICEF advocates for women's empowerment an
equal participation at the decision-making level, including within UNICEF itself She
recalled that during the past few years, the situation and the well-being of the girl child
has been emphasised in UNICEF's advocacy and programme action noting that the Word
Conference oh Women and the Dakar preparatory meeting would offer opportunities for
collaboration andpartnership "in bringing the life cycle perspective, with priority tothe girl
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child, in breaking the cycle of inequality and deprivation for women and girls" to the fora.

Recalling the objectives of the Conference, she summarised the activities being

undertaken at headquarters, regional and country levels as areas of UNICEF's support.

She also briefly touched upon UNICEF's policy on women in development, and requested
the experts to carefully read the various documents which she has distributed. She

indicated UNICEF's willingness to provide additional information and documentation,
should they be required.

39. The expert from OAU gave a brief outline of the organization's activities providing
a description of the new Women's unit Towards the regional conference, the OAU is

working in close collaboration with the Inter-Agency Task Force under which it has been
given the responsibility for preparing two technical papers for the conference, namely: the

Political Empowerment of Women, and the Issue of Women and Peace. The Organization

has also developed guidelines for incorporating women's concerns into OAUpolicies and
programmes. These are currently being studied for implementation. The expert also
distributed an information brochure on OAU Women's Unit.

40. The expert from ILO gave an overview of the organization's contribution to the

preparatory process and to the world conference. The ILO will be contributing to the

preparation of the 1994 World Survey on the Role of Women in Development and is the

agency for the preparation of the chapter on the informal sector. The ILO is fully involved

in the preparation of the System-Wide Medium-Term Plan for the Advancement of Women

for the period 1996-2001 and has the primary responsibility for Programme 2 on

productive resources, income and employment The results of the ILO's Interdepartmental
project on equality for women in employment and of the International Forum on Equality

for Women in a Changing World, to be held in April 1994, will provide relevant inputs to

the preparations for the Fourth World Conference on Women. The ILO participates
regularly in inter-agency meetings for coordination of the conference and is also a

member of the Ad-Hoc Inter-Agency Advisory Committee on the Fourth World Conference

on Women which functions in New York, under the chairmanship of Ms. Gertrude
Mongella, the Secretary-General of the Fourth World Conference. At the Regional level,
the ILO is contributing to the preparations of the five regional preparatory meetings being
organized by the respective UN Regional Economic Commissions. At the country level,

ILO promotes and supports the participation of Ministries of Labour, Employers'
organizations and Trade Unions in the preparation of the national reports concerning the

second review and appraisal of the implementation of the Nairobi Forward-looking

Strategies, in particular with regard to the impiementatin of international labour standards
and to employment issues.

41. A contribution from the ECA Transport and Tourism Division expressed the need for
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enhancing African women's participation in the development of tourism.
The paper gave a brief overview of the contribution made by the tourism sector to the
socio-economic development of Africa, and tried to examine the scope of women's
participation in the development of the continent through the tourism sector.
A questionnaire on the contribution of African Women to the development of tourism in

Africa was distributed to all participants at the meeting.

42 The expert from Ethiopia outlined the problems encountered by women most
particularly in the rural areas. The government of Ethiopia has launched the Ethiopian
Women's policy and has also designed systematic approaches to help in implementing

the policy cne of which is to establish Women's Affairs offices in all regions as well as
Women Focal points in government ministries. The Women's Affairs Office has started
activities such as capacity building, training, etc., for all regions and government

ministries.

43 The expert from Kenya highlighted the situation of women in Kenya. The paper

attempts to highlight achievements, failures and constraints that Kenyan women have
experienced since 1985. With regard to the preparations for Dakar and Beijing, the
Ministry of Culture and Sociai Services has set up a national committee made up of key
women to help with the preparation of both UN conferences, FEMNET and the National
Council of Women of Kenya held in November a preparatory conference and the Gender
Policy Planning and Action Network (GPPAN) have sent information to about 100 NGOs

to inform them of the conferences and necessary modalities.

44 The expert from IDEP gave a detail programme on mainstreaming women's
concerns through Gender sensitive planning. Her paper highlighted a proposal to be
funded by UNDP to ensure a gender sensitive approach to development in ail IDEP
(Institute for Development and Economic Planning) programmes and activities with

special attention to increasing female trainees.

THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA IN THE PREPARATIONS OF THE REGIONAL/WORLD
CONFERENCES AND IN MAfNSTREAMING OF WOMEN'S CONCERNS (Agenda item 3)

45 The commutation expert from ECA/ATRCW gave a brief introduction of the major
role to be played by the media. Listening yesterday and today to the various presentation
on programmes and activities aimed at helping women's advancement and to ensure their
mainstreaming into regular socio-economic development initiatives, one could not help
concluding that had equai energies been concentrated on networking, communication,
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passing om timely onformation, resourcing each other and sharing women's vision and

aspirations, the goal of women's mainstreaming would have been closer to attainment

Since 1975, she went on, there has been much talk at many fora about the

mainstreaming of women, yet several women's bureaux and programmes remain isolated

from mainstream national institutional frameworks for development Some bureaux have

become propaganda machineries devoid of power, expertise and resources to enable

them act effectively as the mouthpiece of women. Some women have resifhned

themselves to a rote of subjugation and sometimes even challenge so-clled feminist

groups in taking actions or talking on their behalf. The time has come for all to invest in

higher levels of consciousness-raising both for women, for men for and also for the youth.

Consciousness-raising is the first step in preparing women for cahange and it requires

a different kind of communication - an innovative and dynamic form of communication.

For a region like Africa which sufers woefully from illiteracy, consciousness-raising

requires us to look at newer and alternative forms of communicatomen can find and to

adopt and adopt these to bring about more positive change, espcially of women,

46. The expert from Sudan highlighted the UN Decade of Women (1976-1985) whereby

the concept of women in the media within the contest of development, was introduced,

as a result of which a number of national and international meetings were organized on

the issue of women in the media. The paper advanced six concrete proposals for

effecting changes in the media to the advantage of women. These are: the need for

democratization of decision-making in the communication field; to engage women in

creative and paying media jobs; to contain the steoreotypeed media distortion of women

images; to balance the media coverage of women; to attend to women views on non-

feminine and non-familial issues; and to avail women of high skills in communication

technology. The paper emphasized that in the face of blowing winds and transition in the

whole world, particularly democratization process, the need for the promotion of

legislation, training, free flow of information, public service broadcasting, professional

associations, and special economic issues was particularly needed. Three proposals

mark the end of the paper, namely (1) establishment of a support fund for technical

assistance to governments to encourage participation of women in the mainstream media;

(ii) exploring means of advancing women of minorities, through training and employment;

(Hi) appointng of, at least, one woman journalist as a member of national preparatory
committee for the international conference.

47. The expert from Nigeria gave an outline on the role, activities and impact of the

media in Nigeria, as well as the present state of affairs. The paper suggested the

following programmes for women for the forth coming conferences, Dakar and Beijing:

(I) each country media women association be given funds and support to enable them

collect and disseminate data on women from decade till date, (ii) set up or resuscitate the
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Federation of Media Women Association in Africa; (Hi) establish links and networks either
in regions or continental for exchange of information and materials; (iv) exchange visits;
(v) arrange forum prior to Dakar and Beijing for collation of information and data; (vi)
fashion out training in key areas of media work using facilities of existing institutions in
each zone or country; (vii) involve URTNA and PANA for propagation and dissemination
of information and buifd-up to the conference; (viii) involve media at the planning stage
in ail countries; (ix) UNECA to give aid and guidelines to country associations setting-
goafs and targets, monitoring progress and results; (x) documenting activities and
instituting nucleus for future development and expansion as the great weakness is

assembling correct data on women issues,

48 The expert from Tanzania gave an outline on the role of the Tanzania Media
Women's Association (TAMWA). The paper emphasized that can create awareness among

the community about equality between women and men. It should be borne m mind,
according to the paper, that media all over the world is a product of patriarchal values
of sonety which look down upon women. To enable women change this attitude, women
who are working in the media, have to organize and strategize how they can first change
the attitude of their male colleagues so that men who mostly hold top positions in the
media accept the media to be used to act as a tool for changing the attitudes and
perceptions of the entire community on the roles of men and women in the changing
world Media women in Tanzania have tried and some success have been registered, but
much can be done if there is solidarity, commitment and above all, vision. It is the
paper's sincere believe , that unless deliberate revolution is done to change media
practices and attitudes towards issues and towards men, the real women's advancement

will continue to be a mere dream decade after decade.

49 The expert from Cameroun gave details about preparatory activities of Cameroun

for the Dakar and Beijing conferences. A preparatory national committee has been set up
and this comprises five sub-committees out of which a sub-committee is in charge of
information This subcommittee is presided over by a media woman and two women
associations in the media are also represented on the committee. A preparatory meeting
was organized (29-30 September 1993) on the folloing themes: media, freedom of
expression and development in Cameroun - the role and place of women in the media.
Three types of information were adopted, namely: classic information, participative

information, and alternative communication.

50. The expert from Egypt gave a proposal for an African Women Media Centre on
which she placed emphasis to satisfy the need of Africa to have a good media
preparation from now till the Fourth World conference on Women in Beijing 1995 which
must be able to cover all sheres of information and propaganda. The aim of this media
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operation, according to the paper, will extend beyond the Beijing conference. The ultimate

target is to bring together a large number of African women leaders working in media

fields to enable them to continue serving in their respective countries as experts in

journalism, televisin, cinema, etc. Amongst others, the role of this new Media Centre for

African Women will be to organize three-months-courses for women already working in

this field for more expertise skill in African issues, and to network with the already existing

media in Africa or with women organizations so as to gather information and diffuse it in

Africa itself and all over the world.

51. The expert from Guinee gave an outline of the condition of women in Guinee. The

media women form part of the Association des Professionnelles Africaines de la

Communication (APAC), which symbolises the real image of women in development, and

is set to correct the negative image often seen by the media. A preparatory national

committee for the Dakar conference is scheduled to be officially established in January

1994.

In addition, 4 Working Commissions and a sub-commission on communication

have been established, and these are composed of women in the media and is open to

people both in the private and public sectors.

52. Having considered the agenda of the work programme, the meeting broke into

three sub-committees focusing on the enhancement of women's skills in mainstreaming

and decision-making by looking into various instruments, modalities, and methodologies

for mainstreaming women's programmes into development process. Reports of working

group 1 and 2 are attached to this report in annex I, and working group 3 is attached in

annex II.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS (Agenda item 4)

53. (i)Under this agenda item, the experts expressed the need for solidarity and continuity,

while the Chief of the ATRCW called on the experts to assist in identifying qualified women

for high profile positions at the national and international levels.

54. (ii) The expert from Tanzania made a recommendation to ECA/ATRCW, that noting the

increase in human rights violation against women's physical, psychological and cultural

violence, rape and defilement, circumcision, sex trade and all other forms of expression

of violence, NGO and national governments, should raise awareness to effect laws to curb
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crimes against women and girls and to set up action plans.

55(iii)lt was suggested as a way of mobilizing african women, men and youths, that
Ss and catchy phrases should be formulated and used as rallying calls throughout
the region in preparation to the forth coming regional and international conferences
Experts, especially those in the media were to reflect on these and send proposals to the

secretariat.

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT (AGENDA ITEM 5)

56. Having thus concluded its work, the ad hoc expert group meeting adopted its report

with the necessary amendments.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

ST. Closing the meeting, the Chief of ATRCW, on behalf of the Executive Secretory oj
the ECA and the Officer-in-Charge of the Commission, thanked the experts and expressed
her appreciation to all participants for their active participation which had ensured a most
suocessfu, meeting. She also exhorted them to carry this same spirit into the preparation^
for the forth comming regional and world conferences on women by promoting active

participation, particularly at the national level.

On behalf of all the experts, the expert from Sudan expressed gratitude to the chair
and the secretariat for the smooth and efficient conduct of the ad hoc expert group

meeting.



ANNEX I

REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP I AND II

STRA TEGIES FOR ENHANCEMENT OF WOMEN SKILLS IN

MAINSTREAMING AND DECISION MAKING (Agenda item 2)

The group was assigned the task of reviewing the strategies for enhancement of women's

skills in mainstreaming and decision-making. Based on the guidelines given, the task was

broken up under different components.

I Definition of the word "mainstreaming''

2. Existing instruments of mainstreaming

3. implementatin of existing structures and instruments

4. Methods of appraoch

6. Capacity Building

7 Priority areas

& Implementation plan

9. Follow-up evaluation mechanisms

The group defined Mainstreaming to be a systematically planned process through which

resources are mobilized, coordinated and utilized to the maximun to support activities and

programme that aim m actively involving women in development and their concerns at stages of

development planning and decision making.

B. EXISTING INSTRUMENTS OF MAINSTREAMING:

The group acknowledged all the existing instruments of mainstreaming of women in
development notably among which are:

i The Arusha Strategies for the Advancement of Women in Africa

(1984)

it The Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies for the Advancement of

Women (1985)

in Abuja Declaration on Participatory Development; The Role of Women

in Africa in the 1990s (1989)

iv Abuja Treaty for the establishment of the African Economic Community (199J)

v African Common Position on IDNDR and the World Conference

vi Kampala Action Plan on Women and Peace (To be endorsed) by the ECA Conference of

Ministers in May 1994 and OAV Council of Ministers in 1994

vii All other international regional.

subregional and national instruments.

C. IMPLEMENTATION OF EXISTING STRUCTURES AND INSTRUMENTS

The group having deliberated extensively on submission from various delegates, acknowledged

with satisfaction all the easting instruments. However, their implementation has had differential

effects on women and development in the region. Various reasons were advanced for this situation,

some of which include;



/. Lack of instruments appropriate to the socio-cuttural context:

2. Lack of qualifications and skills for absorbing women's programmes;

3. Lack ofpolitical commitment on the part of governments;

4. Lack of means for action (absence of approach methods, lack offinancial resources, etc);
5. international pressures;

6. Lack of solidarity among women, between women in NGOs, State universities and political
mechanisms;

7. Socio-economic instability caused by wars and conflicts;

8. Lack ofparticipatory approach to programme formulation;

ft Non-involvement of women in solving women's problems;

10. lack of commitment from NGOs for putting pressure on governments.

11: Lack of consultation with women a: the policy formulation level.

12. Undue pressure from international bodies on governments to create institutions without
considering susiainabHity.

13. Lack of knowledge of bureaucracy expertise, bend skills to constitute themselves into
pressure group to demand implementation of resolutions.

14. Dependency on donor resou/ces wtucU un a^..*.,,, ^ ... .^:..c^.,;w i..,a\j*.i!^bk.

15- Proliferation &f NGOs without complimentary relations with government.

i& Interferencefrom Structural Adjustment Pnogramme (SA P) and INFLA TION or other
economic stritcture.

Is setting up or maintaining separate machineries the efficient approach to mainsireaming
women's concerns?

The group acknowledged that while imbalances between women and men still exist, separate

machineries for women should be set up where they arc nonexistent and those in existence should be

maintained. These machineries should be supported by sectoral ministries, especially key ministries
such as Planning, Economic Development, etc.

To ensure national thai machineries or ministries dealing with women and gender related

issues operate at the same level, it would be important to have uniform structures in all countries

whether commissions or ministries. These structures shGutd not be politicized or hijacked by those at

high levels ofpolitical power. Mechanisms that enable women to act as watch-dogs should be put in
place.

Finally, the choice of method should depend on each country since there are reasons why one

methodology is selected over another. This implies that a study of cultures, attitudes, norms,

political situation, knowledge base, the economy and communication will be undertaken to clear the

way for successful implementation.

CHOICE OF METHODOLOGIES

J, National mechanisms:

- Ministry of Women's Affairs;



- Ministry of Planning;

- National Commission -Coordinating mechanisms;

- Women's Associations and NGOs;

- Technical Committee with focal points in .various Ministries; »

- National events for focusing public opinion and sensitizing all levels of society on the role of

women;

- Network offocal points in all technical Ministries and grassroot organizations.

2. International mechanisms:

- Regional associations (for example, the Federation of Associations of Women Entrepreneurs

which, in Nigeria's case, was a privileged partnership with the Ministry of Industries;

CAPACITY BUILDING

The group acknowledged the fact that capacity building in itself is a methodology of

mainstreaming. Some of the areas identified under capacity building were;

L Equal access to education and health

2. Training of opinion leaders at all levels

3. Management Training and Skill acquisition

The group spelt out initiatives for strengthening of capacity building to benefit the following

groups;

- Grassroot women's groups, through improved management of their income-generating activities;

- The personnel who train women at grassroot levels;

- Central administration personnel in the area of management and administration;

- NGO leaders;

-The leaders of opinion (for example respected Parliamentarians)

- Young women, in the areas offamily life education and scientific studies.

In addition, it has been noted that it is important to promote the access of women to

channels for post-university and traditional training and to refresher course cycles.

F. PRIORITY AREAS

The areas ofpriorities are stated in the Nairobi Forward Looking Strategies and other

instruments. Some of these priorities are:

1. Education and Training

2. Health

3. Commerce and Industrialization

4. Women in the Peace process

5. Legislation

6. Social issues - Human Rights and Violence against women

7. Women in Decision-Makine



9. Science and Technology

10. Agriculture

The Working Group summarized its deliberations in the following Specific

Recommendations;

Identification ofpriority sectors for mtiiff V"*™™ in development into consideration

(a) Education and training:

Equal access to education in countries where the constitution had not planned

for this;

Allocation of scholarships to girls;

Revision of the contents of manuals to avoid all stereotype images;

Strengthening the system of informal education (in this respect, Tanzania's

experience in adult education is a satisfactory example);

Ci\'< special supper: tc tcch^'cal t.-uc£*;f';

Sensitize parents to the common discrimination against girls;
Link education to the realities facing the country. In this respect, it is
necessary to ensure technical education for girls to help direct them to

promising vacancies, (e.g. maintenance services, etc.),

(b) health

- ' Access to maternal and child health and to family planning (MCH-FP)

(c) Agricultural development

It has been proved that, despite the effective presence of women in this sector,

their production have proved to be inadequate. This is why the following will

have to be fostered:

Means ofproduction, distribution and marketing;

Access to appropriate technologies;

Access to land and inputs;

Guarantee food security to families;

Accurate coordination activities of international organizations to achieve

effective food security.

(d) industry

Ensure the training of women in administration and management;

Provide resources to the Federation of Associations of Women Entrepreneurs

with ECA support and on the basis of establishment of a regional bank jor

women.
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The impact of structural adjustment plans had proven that women ought to be
present in the decision making centres, considering their growing poverty and
their declining purchasing power.

Service activities permitted income generation in areas oilier than the production
sectors, ft should be noted that each productive sector had a service objective which
could be used by women.

It is mare than necessary to develop informal sector services further which requires
functional training, generally of short duration. In addition, diversification of
activities which generates income sources will have to be encouraged as well as

improvement of the living conditions of women and young girls, viaims imzzMa of

Taking account of the wealth of the quality and quantity of local resources in the respeaive
lountnes, the group estimated thm the African continent could be self-sufficient in various sectors
in this regard, it is urgently hoped that mtionai and international mechamsms (Associations of
Homea Entrepreneurs, AFAO etc) would support government policies on economic integration,

(s) Emskmnsm

It was pointed out that women were often victims of discrimination in this area.

in spite of the existence of the United Nations Convention on the Eliminating of All Forms

TTTun AgQimt WOmm' W°men fitUl Uve ln Skuathns of inequality in man/sectors of
, for the following reasons: J

Lack of legislation promoting women in some African countries;
Approval hut non-ratification of agreements benefiting women, which showed lack of
political will on the part ofpublic authorities;

Misunderstanding of laws and statutes for promoting women;
Inaccessibility of such texts to the majority of illiterate women

It was suggested that:

All laws and statutes should be compiled and assessed in order w detect all example,
of discrimination; ''

All laws and texts should be translated into the major national languages and should
be widely disseminated:



s of committed women should be formed to put pressure on public authorities
S^lfor defending the cause of .omen) in case of need anstng .

NGOs should be sensitized.

(0

. U Was decided that the objectives and^P^^£££%£^
(Arusha, Nairobi and Abuja) had been confirmed Dy the Conference of Experts.

Personnel responsible for implementation of policies and strategies for promoting

Nevertheless, it is necessary to involve;

- ReUgious associations commuted to the cause of women in terms of attitudinal and
behavwurial changes;

NGOs;

Beneficiary communities;

Research and training institutions;

The private sector;

Groups of artists and intellectuals and Parliamentary groups,

. rZZlatioml community which also has a share of the responsOnlay.

.ageless, it is necessary to

7epons should be sen, to gov along from EGA.

Taking what had been said into account, the Working Croup made the following
recommendations for the EtaLJBLlaMa^MumiaiUJlaUh

Educate girls from the earltest age to ?/«- them the self-confidence for taking charge
of their own future lives;

Make sure that scholarships are available to girls;
■ . Find the economic means for ensuring free education;

Facilitate access to health services
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(a) Development planning

The Group requested the organizers and the United Nations institutions concerned in this

area, namely: FAO, IFAD and WFP. to improve coordination of their activities in order to ensure
fall participation of women in the cooperation projects they conduct at the level of country
programmes.

In this sector, government should ensure full access of women to bank loans so that

they could obtain means of production;

Women entrepreneurs should be promoted by ensuring adequate education for women

and by facilitating the financing of their projects;

A coordination network should be created for follow-up and assessment of
internationally approved strategies;

Resources should be found for incorporating women into the activities of the two
development decades for Transport and for Industry.

Following the example of certain African countries, memoranda on issues affecting women
should be directed to regional institutions (ECOWAS, OA V, ECA, etc.).
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REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP III:

THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA IN THE PREPARATIONS OF THE

REGIONAL/WORLD CONFERENCES AND IN MAWSTREAMING

OF WOMEN'S CONCERNS (Agenda item 3)

The group was assigned the task of reviewing the media role in disseminating information
and sensitizing the different components of the society on gender issues and matters that
affect the well-being of the society in order to aid the development process. Based on the
guidelines given, the task was broken up under different components.

1. Defining what mass media is

2. Determining facilities and channels available at national sub-regional and
regional levels, and how to utilize them.

3. Proposing strategies to be used in achieving set goals, and formulating an
action plan.

4. Suggesting ways of implementation, monitoring and evaluation of results.
5. Making recommendations for immediate, short term, long term plan and

action; and particularly looking at the forth coming Dakar {94} and Beijing
(95) conferences.

Because the media world is a fast moving sector, brimming with innovations in
technology designs, techniques in productions* etc, the group decided to work within the
framework of what is available and affordable within the African region. Accordingly
exisnng structures, agencies, and facilities were to be used in order to minimise costs and
avoid delays in implementation.

A. Definition of mass media:

Mass media is the means of communication available for disseminating,
information and messages to members of communities.

8. Channels of communication: These were grouped into three components:

/. Modern channels:

a) Electronic media ie. radio, tv, video, films and satellites

b) Print media - Newspapers, magazines, posters, brochures, printed
materials, animations, cartoons, photos, etc.,

2- Traditional channels: town cries, talking drums, minstrels, popular
theatre, folk drama.

In addition to modem and traditional channels of mass media, we still depend largely

on interpersonal communication, especially at the grassroots level since these easily idemifv
with, the communicator.
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C How can the media facilitate mainstreaming:

i. Training:

The group saw training at different levels as the key. It is therefore necessary, as a

first step, to conduct seminars, workshops, and lectures to sensitize media

practitioners on gender issues. This could be extended to other groups, even to women

themselves in order to enlighten them and ultimately change attitudes.The organisers

of such training programmes should publicise these workshops in order to offer

opportunities to other countries who may wish to send participants.

ii Networking:

The experts recognized the need to initiate a network for information exchange, and

for the nurturing of this initiative into the nucleus of an envisaged African

Information and Communication Network for women. This proposal was to be

regarded as an experiment which should be implemented almost immediately.

It was further agreed that the media Experts participating in the EGM should

constitute themselves as an advisory committee to the ECAlATRCW on

communication and publicity matters in support of the Dakar and Beijing

conferences.

THE WORKING GROUP SUMMARIZED ITS DELIBERATIONS

IN THE FOLLOWING SPECIFIC

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Women in the media have to develop special ways of communication for illiterate

women by developing posters, graphics, photos, illustrated sheets, animations, and news

package in national languages;

2. An African Women Media Centre should be established. A project proposal should

be prepared by February 1994 by the expert from Egypt;

3. Create opportunities ofemployment for media women, encourage them to diversify,

facilitate training and skills upgrading so as to ensure job stability and sustainability to

report on women and other social issues;

4. Collect national and international laws, conventions, declarations and resolutions on

the mainstreaming and make them systematically available to the women;
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/ 6. Package information in attractive formats in order to facilitate self improvement of
<J women and selfesteem, and make them better aware ofissues affecting their own well-being;

7. Design specific programmes for the youth about gender issues and create awareness

among them to encourage and develop self confidence and to benefit from exposure;

j 8. Utilize the facilities of PA NA, URTNA and IPS to disseminate information for the

Dakar (94), Beijing (95) conferences;

i 9. Pay particular attention to girls and provide them with information which could

promote awareness among them about their role in society.

</\ 10. Arrange with schools of journalism and communication to introduce into existing

syllabuses a particular accent on gender issues and to sharpen the analytical skills of the

students analyzing social data in a manner which highlights women's contributions to
development;

\o Jl* Revamp the Federation ofAfrican Media Women and encourage the development of
active national associations which could be federated to revitalize this body;

f' yL Tofeed A TRCW, URTNA, PANA, IPS and such similar information structures, and
collect and disseminate information from them;

rt- J3. Select specific slogans for advertising the Dakar and Beijing conferences. This will

help all national media associations to rally to the same call and provide universal appeal

among women, men and youth about the forthcoming events;

i '<■ 14. Information and documentation centres which will serve as a pool ofinformation and

data on women's concerns should be established at the national level. National associations

should be challenged to develop these into resource centres containing print materials, audio-
visuals, films, videos, TV, etc,.




